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Abstract: RDF-based question answering systems give users the capability of natural language querying over RDF data.
In order to respond to natural language questions, it is necessary that the main concept of the question be interpreted
correctly, and then it is mapped to RDF data. A natural language question includes entities, classes, and implicit and
explicit relationships. In this article, by focusing on identification and mapping of implicit relationships in the question
(in addition to the explicit relationships), the mapping step has been improved. In the proposed solution (IRQA), entities
and implicit/explicit relationships are identified by means of the provided rules and then will be presented as a graph.
In the next phase, according to the determined priority of graph nodes, unknown nodes and their adjacent relationships
are mapped to their peers in the RDF dataset. The proposed solution is evaluated on the QALD-3 test set. The results
prove that the proposed work has improved performance in mapping implicit relationships and reveals higher precision
and F-measure values.
Key words: Semantic web, question answering, linked data, natural language, SPARQL, RDF

1. Introduction
Linked data are published in the RDF format [1]. The RDF structure includes a triplet in the form of (subject,
predicate, object) and a set of these triplets forms a large graph of linked data. In order to extract information
from this set of data, the SPARQL query language was introduced. Users would need to be familiar with the
SPARQL query language and the relevant linked data scheme in order to obtain the information from the linked
data. As a result, RDF-based question answering systems were introduced, which masked these complexities
from the users and enabled querying without the need for familiarity with the SPARQL language and RDF
data scheme [2, 3].
Question answering systems receive the user’s question in natural language form and return the exact
corresponding answer [3]. Identification of elements and relationships in natural language questions and mapping
them to the entities, classes, and predicates in the RDF dataset and disambiguation are the key steps in these
systems [4–6]. The purpose of this paper is to improve and enhance the responsiveness of RDF-based question
answering systems by enhancing identification of question elements, mapping, and disambiguation. In the
identification stage, it is necessary that entities, classes, and existing relationships in the natural language
queries are identified. In the mapping stage, identified concepts are mapped to their corresponding elements
in the RDF dataset. In this process the ambiguity is very important. Ambiguity refers to the possibility of
mapping a natural language expression to several elements (entity, class, or predicate) in the RDF dataset [7].
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Most of the prior solutions have used dictionaries to map relationships [5, 6]. These dictionaries, such
as patty [8] and reverb [9], map natural language patterns to their peers in the RDF dataset. Relationship
dictionaries are useful in general, but they are not comprehensive due to the complexity of natural language
and the diversity of its relationships. Hence, approaches based on relationship dictionaries are faced with
limitations. Meanwhile, implicit relationships are neglected in these methods. “Implicit relationships” refers to
the relationships in which the concept of them is not explicitly stated in the sentence and the concept could be
comprehended based on other information in the sentence. On the other hand, explicit relationships include a
clear and direct statement of the concept through a relationship. Due to the differences between implicit and
explicit relationships, new methods are required to map implicit relationships, which were not considered in the
most of prior research.
In the proposed solution (IRQA), both identification and mapping stages are considered. In the identification stage, a natural language question is structured based on principles derived from dependencies of the
question elements and then will be presented in the form of a graph. The created graph depicts entities and
classes of the query as nodes and also represents relationships by edges. Since the structure of linked data is
based on the triples, converting the input query into a structure similar to the linked data can simplify the
mapping operation. Therefore, the input query is converted to a graph that consists of a set of triplets.
In the mapping phase, graph elements are mapped to the corresponding elements in DBpedia datasets.
In this stage, each natural language query might include one or several subqueries. In IRQA, each subquery
is taken as a separate query and mapping of relationships and disambiguation takes place only by considering
its elements. Each subquery consists of an unknown node, the value of which is obtained after mapping of the
subquery relationships. Based on the obtained values for the unknown node in this subquery, other subqueries
are processed. The order of responding to subqueries is also based on the assigned priority to the unknown
nodes of the graph.
In IRQA, the relationships of each subquery are mapped based on the known information of that subquery.
Hence, the mapping of relationships can be done without the need for a dictionary of relationships. Therefore,
the limitations of using a relationship dictionary are eliminated. In addition, in IRQA, implicit relationships
can be mapped to their corresponding elements.
2. Background
This section provides an overview of the frameworks presented for question answering systems. DEANNA [10]
uses a dictionary to map entities and relationships to their corresponding elements in linked data. Then a
disambiguation graph is created and each candidate graph that has the highest similarity score is determined.
In this system, the use of the relationship dictionary leads to some restrictions in mapping the relationships,
since the relationship dictionaries are not complete and cannot cover all relationships in the natural language.
Because of these limitations, the mapping of implicit relationships also has some drawbacks.
CASIA [6] carries out the mapping phase in three stages: class mapping, mapping of entities, and the
mapping of relationships. It uses the dictionaries in this process. Therefore, it has restrictions arising from the
use of the relationship dictionaries.
gAnswer [5] converts the input query into a graph called the query graph and considers the main problem
as a subgraph matching problem. For each node and relationship in the graph, by using the existing dictionaries,
candidate elements are determined. Then all possible graphs with different candidates are created and scored.
Each of these graphs, which have more scores, is considered as the corresponding graph of the query graph.
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There is a limitation of the relationship dictionary in this system and also the mapping of implicit relationships
has not been considered in it.
Zhu et al. [11], in their proposed framework, convert the input question into a graph. Using the Wikipedia
miner tool [12], concepts from DBpedia that correspond to specific question elements are extracted, and based
on the structure of the query graph, a subgraph is considered around these elements. Subsequently, all paths
in these subgraphs are scored, the paths between these subgraphs that structurally match the query graph are
identified, and the path with the highest similarity score is presented as the final mapping. Unlike previous
systems, this system does not use the relationship dictionary. However, it cannot efficiently identify the implicit
relationships and map them to corresponding elements.
RTV [4] mapped the natural language question to the Markov hidden model. The Viterbi solution [13]
is a complete disambiguation for the query elements. This system, like the proposed system of Zhu et al. [11],
has problems in identifying and mapping implicit relationships.
In [14], some methods in deep learning have been analyzed for use in question answering systems. First,
AIML Chabot was studied, which can solve fact-based question answering problems. Then the LSTM model [15]
was investigated. Then memory networks were used, but they are not effective for complex tasks, so alternative
dynamic memory networks [16] were proposed.
In one of the works using deep learning,1 the baseline models, GRU and Sequence-to-Sequence [17], were
analyzed. Next, dynamic memory networks were studied. Finally, end-to-end memory networks [18] were used
as the model.
The study in [19] used the CNN semantic model (CNNSM) to create two mapping models. The CNNSM
calculates the similarity between the entities in the query and knowledge base, and also the similarity between
relations in the query and knowledge base. The authors of [20] presented a multicolumn model of CNN
(MCCNN) that considers different aspects such as answer path, answer context, and answer type in the scoring
process of the matching between question and answer.
In [21] a two-way RNN model was used to understand the concept of the question. These two sections
have been used to understand the question and determine the weight of the matching of questions and answers
in turn.
In [22] SPARQL patterns were used, and based on the selected dataset, element tagging was performed.
Then, by using the Stanford parser, tokens were identified and finally, the proper pattern was selected. In this
approach, aggregation questions are also respondable.
In [23] the first step is the identification of candidates for entities in the question and then an action is
taken to resolve the ambiguity. In this stage, two approaches have been used: GTSP and Connection Density.
The results of the evaluation of it show its superiority to approaches such as the DBPedia Spotlight.
Abujabal et al. in [24] provided a continuous learning approach. In the offline stage, the initial learning
is done based on a small training set and then answers to the user’s questions. If at some point it is not possible
to answer the questions, it will continue the learning process. At all stages, including the response phase as well
as the learning phase, the user’s feedback is used to improve the system performance.
In Sparklis [25], a query-based faceted search (QFS) is presented that is based on different SPARQL
endpoints and offers suggestions for each focus in the user query. Selecting each of the suggested elements will
complete a portion of the query until it is fully generated, based on which the desired answers are extracted.
1 Stanford
University
(2019).
Question
answering
using
deep
https://www.cs224d.stanford.edu/reports/StrohMathur.pdf [accessed 20 June 2019].
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One of the most important features of Sparklis is portability on different endpoints. It also pursues the goals
of scalability. The former version of Sparklis is Scalewelis [26], which, like Sparklis, is a QFS system but it has
less expressivity compard to Sparklis.
CANaLI [27] is a controlled natural language question answering system that offers suggestions at each
step of the user’s typing, from which to select and complete the query. CANaLI manages its operations on
tokens based on a finite state machine and, based on user input, enters new states and offers suggestions to the
user to complete the query.
3. The proposed method for implicit relation-based question answering
The proposed solution of this paper includes three main phases: creating a graph, mapping the graph elements to
the DBpedia elements, and answer retrieval. A general overview of conducted steps of the proposed framework
is depicted in Figure 1. In the following sections, each phase of the IRQA is described in detail.

Figure 1. Overall framework.

3.1. Graph creation phase
A natural language query is converted to a graph ( Gq ) in order to eliminate the structural distance of natural
language query and RDF data. This graph is a query graph, introduced in Definition 1.
Definition 1 Gq consists of a number of nodes and edges between them. Each node corresponds to an entity
or class in the natural language question and each edge corresponds to the relationship between those entities or
classes.
The triplet creation is based on a number of rules, which are dedicated to determining query triplets (entities
and relationships) by using the grammatical dependencies of the elements of the sentence. The relationships
1477
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might show up explicitly (Definition 2) or implicitly (Definition 3).
Definition 2 “Explicit relationship” refers to a relationship that transfers the main intended concept. The
concept of this relationship can be found without using the other information in the sentence.
Definition 3 “Implicit relationship” refers to a relationship in which the main concept is understood by means
of existing information. These relationships might have corresponding words in the sentence or, alternatively,
they might be hidden in the sentence. Even if these relationships have corresponding words in the sentence, their
concept is only comprehensible by means of existing information.
Each relationship and its connected nodes form a triplet, which corresponds to a triplet in the RDF
dataset. For example, the query in Figure 2, “What is the founding year of Canadian universities?”, includes
(What, founding year, X), (X, type, University), and (X, null, Canada) triplets. The relationship between
“Canadian” and X is indicated implicitly. The other existing relationship in this query is the explicit relationship
of “founding year”. The graph creation process includes a number of steps, which are introduced in the following.

Figure 2. An example of natural language query: (a) subgraph in DBpedia, (b) question graph.

3.1.1. Identification of entities
Some of the expressions in the sentence correspond to entities in the dataset. These expressions might be
composed of a number of words. However, they are considered as a single entity. Since the parser will parse
sentence elements without taking this into account, proper measures must be taken to makes changes in the
graph structure to prevent the breakdown of these expressions. Therefore, in order to prevent them from being
broken down in the parsing process, these expressions are identified prior to grammatical analysis of the query.
DBpedia Spotlight [28] is used to perform this identification. This tool is capable of identifying natural language
entities and their corresponding elements in the DBpedia dataset. The longest subexpression of the question
(Q) that corresponds to an entity in DBpedia is taken as an entity without the possibility of being broken down.
3.1.2. Creation of initial structure of the graph
In order to create a graph, the query structure must be analyzed grammatically. The type of dependencies
between the words in the sentence must be identified and, according to them, placement of the words in the
1478
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form of a graph is determined. The Stanford dependency parser [29] is used to accomplish this task. This parser
can provide a set of dependencies among the input sentence elements. The dependencies are in the form of
dep(arg1, arg2), where dep determines the type of dependency and arg1 and arg2 are elements of the sentence
such that dependencies (dep) exist between them [30]. In this step, relationships and arguments are identified
based on the determined dependencies among the sentence elements (note that relationships are represented by
edges and arguments are represented by nodes of the graph). The rules in Table 1 are used to do so. These
rules that can be developed are based on a number of dependencies such as nsubj, nsubjpass, dobj, amod, and
compound [30].
Table 1. Rules for creating query graph.

Rules

First dependency

1

subj(x,y)
nsubj(x,y)

2
3
4
5

subj(x,y)
nsubj(x,y)
dobj(x,y)
iobj(x,y)
nmod(x,y)
nmod(x,n)
compound(x,n)
nummod(x,n)

Second dependency
dobj(y,z)
iobj(y,z)
nmod(y,z)

Triple
(x,y,z)

—

(x, null, y)

—

(x, null, y)

—

(x, y, z) –>(nx, y, z)

—

(x, y, z) –>(nx, y, z)

Table 1 indicates that if each of the dependencies in the first column is extracted at the same time as
any of the dependencies from the second column, the resulting triplet would be in the form of the third column.
These rules are applied based on the order indicated in this table; namely, the first rule is applied first, then
the second rule, and so on.
The relationship values in rules 2 and 3 of Table 1 are labeled null, which means that these relationships
are implicit. Another implicit relationship type is identifiable by the situation in rule 4, which will be determined
by further processes on the graph.
In general, the implicit relationships existing in natural language queries can be classified into two groups:
1. Implicit relationships with expressions of light information (light expressions): These relationships are indicated by words with low information. These words can be further explained in two
groups.
• Prepositions: For instance, in the query “list all lakes in Iran”, the preposition “in” shows a
relationship between “Iran” and “lake” and corresponds to “location” or “country” in the linked
dataset. However, the concept is implicitly indicated in this example.
• Auxiliary verbs: For example, the auxiliary verb “were” in “give me all politicians that were chemists”
has taken the place of a concept, which is indicated implicitly in this sentence. This concept could
correspond to the “FieldofStudy” relationship in the linked dataset.
2. Implicit relationships indicated as adjectival and prepositional phrases: These compounds might
include implicit relationships. If any of the adjectival or prepositional elements correspond to an entity,
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their relationship would be shown by the label “null”. For instance, in the query “give me all Canadian
universities”, the compound “Canadian universities” has an implicit relationship that corresponds to
“country” in the RDF dataset and relates “Canada” and “university” to each other.
Rules number 2 and 3 in Table 1 are capable of identifying implicit relationships of type 1. Relationships
of type 2 are identified by rule number 4 and will be explained in the following.
After creating the initial query (Q) triplets, the triplets with common nodes are joined together and form
the graph structure.
3.1.3. Parsing adjective and prepositional phrases
According to rule 4, which was depicted in Table 1, adjectival and prepositional compounds are assumed as
labels of the same node. These compounds might include implicit relationships. In order to identify these types
of relationships, we analyze their corresponding entities by means of DBpedia Spotlight. If the entire compound
is identified as a single entity, there is no implicit relationship between its elements. If at least two elements of
this compound are identified as separate entities, there exists an implicit relationship between them.
For instance, in the aforementioned example, “university” and “Canadian” are identified as separate
entities. Hence, there is an implicit relationship between them. In this case, the adjectives and possessions that
were identified as entities will be removed from the respective label and will be added again as a separate node
adjacent to their initial location. The edge between them will be valued by “null” as well. For instance, in
Figure 2, “Canadian” would be added as a separate node next to X with a type of “University” and the edge
label between them is set to null.
3.1.4. Identifying classes
The created graph includes nodes that correspond to the entities or classes in DBpedia. Classes are word to
category entities with the same type; for instance, the class “country” includes the set of entities of this type.
In this step, the nodes of the query graph ( Gq ) that correspond to a class in the DBpedia set of classes are
identified. In order to identify classes, a list of existing classes in DBpedia has been used and each node with
a semantic similarity to any of the elements in this list is identified as a class. The identified node as a class is
denoted by NO . Class identification results in adding a new node ( Nn ) to the graph, which is placed adjacent
to NO , and an edge is drawn between them and its label is “type”. Next, the label of NO is removed and Nn
is assigned with the identified class.
3.1.5. Determining roles of the graph elements
As mentioned earlier, a triplet in the query graph corresponds to a triplet in the RDF dataset. The triplets in the
RDF data are determined as (subject, predicate, object). In the created query graph, the roles of relationship
arguments are not determined separately. As a result, both of the situations where arguments are taken as
subject or object are assumed in the following steps. In IRQA, the roles of arguments are determined only if the
relationship includes the preposition “of”, such as “child of”, “successor of”, or any case matching [predicate]+of
where the predicate is optional. In this case, if the structure of a part of the input sentence that includes this
relationship matches arg1+[predicate]+of+arg2, the two triplets will be identified as (arg1, [predicate]+of, arg2)
and (arg2, [predicate]+of, arg1), where the triplet in which arg2 takes the subject role and arg1 takes the object
role has a higher priority. If the response could not be extracted in this format, the other triplet will be used.
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3.2. Mapping phase
The mapping phase is focused on how to map query graph ( Gq ) elements to the elements of the linked dataset
and disambiguation originating from that. The main purpose of mapping is finding the section of DBpedia
that is related to the query and then finding the answer. Since the query is converted to a graph that contains
triplets and has a similar structure to that of the DBpedia graph, by using the known nodes of a subquery, the
place of the subquery in DBpedia is estimated.
A step by step approach is utilized to accomplish this task and known nodes of the graph (Definition 4)
are mapped to the corresponding elements in the DBpedia. Consequently, the original query is assumed as a
set of subqueries where the response to each subquery corresponds to an unknown node (Definition 5) in the
graph.
Definition 4 A known node in a graph refers to a node whose value can be identified from the DBpedia dataset
in the mapping stage.
Definition 5 “Unknown node” refers to a node whose corresponding value from the DBpedia dataset is not
identified after the mapping stage. These nodes are generally classified as main unknown and middle unknown.
The main unknown of the query corresponds to the final response to the query. This unknown node usually
corresponds to the nodes of the graph whose labels are question words of the query. If the query does not contain
any question words, the node that corresponds to the type of requested entity is taken as the main unknown.
Each unknown node except for the main unknown is assumed as a middle unknown.
Therefore, identification of implicit relationships requires special attention as the concepts of these
relationships are not clearly stated in the sentence as opposed to explicit relationships. For instance, Figure 2
shows a node with label X, which is a middle unknown node, and the one with label “What” (a question word)
is a main unknown node. A query has only one main unknown but might have several middle unknown nodes.
3.2.1. Mapping nodes
The known nodes of the graph are mapped to their corresponding elements in DBpedia in this step by using
DBpedia Spotlight. DBpedia Spotlight returns a list of corresponding elements accompanied by a numerical
value as the score for each of the identified entities. Here, the element with the highest score among candidate
elements suggested by DBpedia Spotlight is always selected as the corresponding element. DBpedia Spotlight is
based on an input parameter called confidence, which determines the credibility level of the outputs. According
to the observations, in this paper, this parameter is given a value of 0.35 that results in identifying most of the
entities.
At the end of this step, all of the known nodes of the query graph have identified their corresponding
values in DBpedia and the nodes without any corresponding element are assumed as unknown nodes.
3.2.2. Prioritization of graph nodes
In the IRQA, known information of the graph is used to determine unknowns. In each step, the subquery
relationships of a node with higher priority are mapped to their corresponding relationships in DBpedia and the
unknown node of that subquery is assigned a value, which turns it into a known node. The new known node
will help in identifying the value of other unknowns. Therefore, each node is assigned a priority to determine
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the value of unknowns according to the node prioritization process. The assigned priority has a numerical value
and the lower value indicates the higher priority.
Algorithm 1 is provided to prioritize nodes. In this algorithm, node U represents the main unknown of
the query graph, Array Tag includes node labels of the graph, and array Pr contains the assigned priorities of
each node. The main idea is that each node Nk of the query graph Gq , which was assigned a label in the node
mapping stage and had a corresponding element in DBpedia, will be given the highest priority, namely priority
1 (Lines 1–5). After the priorities of known nodes are determined, a procedure starts and continues until the
main unknown node is assigned a priority (Line 6). According to this algorithm, for each known node n with
specified priority, all of the neighboring nodes (such as Nu ) are assigned equal priorities with a value of one
unit higher than Nk (Lines 6–16). Therefore, Nu has also been assumed as a prioritized node and can be used
to assign priority to other nodes in the next steps. At the end of this process, array Pr includes determined
priorities for nodes of query graph Gq .
Algorithm 1 Node priority.
Input:Query Graph Gq =(V,E), Array Tag[1..n], Node U.
Output:ArrayPr [1..n]
1: for Nk ∈ V do
2:
if T ag[Nk ] ̸= N U LL then
3:
Pr [Nk ] = 1
4:
end if
5: end for
6: while Pr [U ] == 0 do
7:
for n ∈ V do
8:
if Pr [n] ̸= 0 then
9:
for Nu ∈ V do
10:
if (n, Nu ) ∈ E&Pr [Nu ] == 0 then
11:
Pr [Nu ] = Pr [n] + 1
12:
end if
13:
end for
14:
end if
15:
end for
16: end while

3.2.3. Mapping relationships
As discussed earlier, after the known nodes are mapped to their corresponding elements, their relationships
must be mapped to their peers as well and main and middle unknown nodes should be determined. In order to
do so, two procedures are introduced: candidate selection and final mapping. These two procedures are called
respectively for every unknown node with the highest priority and then assign its value and map the adjacent
relationships.
3.2.3.1. Candidate selection
In this step, candidate elements are selected for each unknown node and its neighboring relationships.
At this stage, a procedure based on the known information of the graph is undertaken, and according to
the information of each subquery, the candidates for unknown nodes and their relationships are determined. In
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[11] a similar operation is done, but it is for the whole question, while in our work we use it for a single subquery,
not for the whole question structure. Other differences between them will be specified in the following.
In order to accomplish this task, the process of determining candidate elements for each unknown node
N with the highest priority compared to other unknown nodes must be performed. As shown in Figure 3a, for
unknown node N , the neighboring known nodes are identified. These nodes are named n1 , n2 , … nm . Since
these are known nodes, their corresponding elements are specified in DBpedia. The corresponding elements are
named Cn1 , Cn2 , … Cnm . Node N is neighboring all of the nodes n1 , n2 , … nm and therefore its corresponding
node in DBpedia, T , is adjacent to Cn1 , Cn2 , … Cnm . If all of the neighbors of each of nodes Cn1 , Cn2 , …
Cnm is obtained, node T would be a member of all of these sets. Hence, it is located in the subset of the
neighbors of nodes Cn1 , Cn2 , … Cnm .
Each of the nodes in this subset, such as Ti , is in a relationship with nodes Cn1 , Cn2 , … Cnm through
relationships denoted by ki1 , ki2 , .., kim . The nodes in this subset accompanied by relationships ki1 , ki2 , ..,
kim are in the set I :
I = {(T, ki1 , ki2 , .., kim )}.
(1)
Figure 3b shows the process of selecting candidate elements for relationships. For each node Ti , its
relationship to Cn1 , which is denoted by ki1 , is a candidate element for relationship R1 in the query graph.
Moreover, relationship ki2 corresponds to R2 and kim corresponds to Rm .

Figure 3. (a) Query graph; (b) candidate selection for relations.

Eventually, a set of candidate relationships will be obtained for each Ri of the query graph. This set is
named Zj and then provided as input to the final mapping step in order to determine final elements. Zj is
defined as in Equation 2 for each 1 < j < m :
Zj = {kij | i < |I|}.

(2)
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In this set, element kij shows relationships from set I that are determined as candidate relationships. Each of
the sets ( Zj ) includes candidate elements for Rj in the query graph. | I | in Equation 2 stands for the number
of members of set I .
3.2.3.2. Final mapping
In this step, the final corresponding elements are selected from all of the elements identified as candidates. This
action is conducted for each relationship (such as Rj ) of the query graph and set Zj , which includes candidate
elements for Rj . As a result, it is determined which members of Zj can be correspondent to Rj . Using known
information of the graph for the mapping phase eliminates the need for a dictionary of relationships. In addition,
implicit relationships can be mapped by this approach.
The procedure of final mapping is shown in the flowchart in Figure 4. In the final mapping step, the
semantic similarity of elements is utilized. Zj and Rj in the query graph are entered as input in this step. Rj
can have a null label or hold a value. If the label is null, it is not possible to calculate the semantic similarity
between the label and candidate relationships. Therefore, the information of neighboring nodes will be used.
If label Rj is not null, initially the label is analyzed from the complete similarity aspect to the members of
candidates set. If none of the candidate elements have a similarity score of 1 with the relationship label, the
relationship label will be expanded from a semantic aspect, which means that a number of its semantic synonyms
are extracted and then stored in C1 accompanied with the label itself. By doing so, all of the concepts that
might be deducted from that relationship are considered, and a better understanding is achieved. Onelook
Dictionary is used to extract synonyms of relationships.
The C1 set is compared to candidate elements in Zj and the semantic similarity of all of their members
is calculated pairwise. In order to calculate semantic similarity, the UMBC tool [31] is used, which does not
impose limitations with regards to the grammatical role of any two words. The words can be nouns or verbs
and semantic similarity is calculated for them. The output is a value in the range of [0, 1].
Each element of candidates in the set, Zj , which has a semantic similarity value equal to or higher than
the threshold value, θ , with one of the elements of C1 is added to the response set. If none of the members of
Zj has a similarity score with C1 elements that satisfies the threshold level, the algorithm enters a stage where
the label of the main relationship in the graph is ignored and is assumed null. In fact, we are dealing with
an implicit relationship, which is not hidden in the query; however, its concept can be understood from the
information in the query. For instance, in the sentence “give me a list of all countries connected by the Rhine”,
the relationship “connected” is identified in the sentence structure. The relationship identified in DBpedia to
answer this question is “Country”. We can observe that the relationship “connected” has no semantic similarity
with the relationship assigned to it in DBpedia. Thus, if candidate elements cannot maintain the desired
similarity threshold level with any of C1 members, it is possible that the relationship contains an implicit
concept while having a nonnull label.
Therefore, they must be considered as an implicit relationship as well. In these cases, it is not possible to
calculate the similarity of candidate elements with the relationship label and its synonyms, like in the previous
section. Neighboring nodes shall be used in these cases. Observations show that the type of nodes in the
neighborhood of a relationship in DBpedia has the same value with its assigned relationship label in many
cases.
In this step, the type of neighboring nodes to the relationship under analysis is extracted and stored as
C2 . Afterward, the semantic similarity of Zj and C2 elements is calculated. Any of the candidate elements
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Figure 4. Calculating the semantic similarity for candidate relations.

that maintain a semantic similarity equal to or higher than the threshold with any of the members of C2
would be added to the response set. Finally, the response set is returned as the output and includes the
final relationships corresponding to the query graph. It should be noted that for each relationship, several
corresponding relationships might be identified.
In this research, the threshold value of θ is assumed as 0.25. This value is determined empirically, and
for each two given elements in the same semantic domain, the similarity value might turn out higher than 0.25
in many cases. In order to determine this threshold, QALD-3 [32] training queries were used.
In the end, for each relationship of Rj in the query graph, there will be a response set named Wj .
Compatible elements with the graph structure should be extracted from the elements of this set. Therefore, the
final mapping will be conducted for the unknown node under analysis, for which Algorithm 2 is provided. In this
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algorithm, N is an unknown node and R1 , R2 , …, Rm are the relationships connected to N . After determining
the corresponding elements to the unknown node with the highest priority and also finding the corresponding
relationships that are connected to the unknown node, this algorithm is iterated for the rest of the unknown
nodes until the main unknown node of the graph is assigned a value. In this algorithm, each member of set I
such that all of its relationships are in the final relationships is considered as the correspondence to N . If some
of the members of set I do not satisfy this condition, but they have the conditions of Line 5 of algorithm, we
consider that member as the correspondence to N .
Algorithm 2 Final selection.
1: for (T, k1 , k2 , .., km ) ∈ I do
2:
if k1 ∈ w1 &k2 ∈ w2 &...&km ∈ wm then
3:
(T, k1 , k2 , .., km ) ≃ (N, R1 , R2 , .., Rm )
4:
end if
5:
if k1 ∈ w1 &k2 ∈ w2 &...&km ∈
/ wm & RM == N ull and km is the only candidate for Rm and
∑m−1
Scoreof
similarity(k
,
R
)
i
i / m ≥ θ then
i=1
6:
(T, k1 , k2 , .., km ) ≃ (N, R1 , R2 , .., Rm )
7:
end if
8:
if k1 ∈ w1 &k2 ∈ w2 &...&km ∈
/ wm & [ RM ̸= N ull or km is not the only candidate for Rm or
∑m−1
i=1 Scoreof similarity(ki , Ri ) / m < θ] then
9:
(T, k1 , k2 , .., km ) ≁ (N, R1 , R2 , .., Rm )
10:
end if
11: end for
Conditions in line 5 show that the relationship is implicit and only one candidate for it is identified, and
also show that although km ∈
/ wm the average of the similarity score of other relationships is still higher than
or equal to θ and other relationships have a proper similarity score that can increase the reliability of this
mapping.

3.3. Answer retrieval phase
As discussed before, there is a main unknown node in this graph, which corresponds to the final response of the
input query. It is only required to return the mapped value to the main unknown node as the result without
the need to create a SPARQL query.

4. Evaluation
4.1. Evaluation dataset and metrics
In order to evaluate the proposed solution, the QALD-3 dataset is utilized. This measure is a set of simple
and complex questions. Since IRQA has been presented on simple questions over DBpedia, all complex and
aggregation questions and also questions that have non-DBpedia knowledge bases have been removed from the
QALD-3 test set and it has been renamed as QALD-3-Nonaggregation-DBpedia [11]. The new test set has been
used to evaluate IRQA in comparison with other systems. QALD-3 contains 99 questions and only 61 questions
of it are prepared for the IRQA process.
There are three metrics in QALD for evaluation of the question answering systems. These metrics are
precision, recall, and F-measure [32]. We consider the average of these parameters in our evaluation on QALD.
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4.2. Evaluation results

Percentage of Mapped
Implicit Relationships

IRQA focuses on the identification of implicit relationships and maps them to the corresponding elements in
DBpedia. In order to prove the successfulness of this approach, the percentage of queries that include implicit
relationships and were answered correctly or partially by the systems in QALD-3 are presented in Figure 5.
These results are obtained based on the published results of the QALD-3 challenge. The chart shows that IRQA
has better results with regards to the mapping of implicit relationships.
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

IRQA

Zhu et al. CASIA
RTV Scalewelis Intui2
Systems

Figure 5. Percentage of mapped implicit relationships in QALD-3 systems.

The presented results of Table 2 prove the superiority of the IRQA in average precision and average Fmeasure. The IRQA can only respond to simple queries, and if the simple structure of the question is maintained,
it can also respond to Yes/No questions. The reason for these better results in the IRQA is the mapping of
implicit relationships to the corresponding elements. In general, the IRQA has improved performance and
capability of correctly mapping elements by focusing on identification and mapping of implicit relationships
without using a dictionary of relationships.
Table 2. Results on QALD-3-Nonaggregation-DBpedia.

IRQA
Zhu et al.
CASIA
gAnswer Demo
RTV

Total
61
61
61
61
61

Processed
56
53
43
38
41

Right
31
30
26
21
24

Partial
17
13
6
7
3

Avg. recall
0.67
0.67
0.50
0.41
0.43

Avg. precision
0.70
0.61
0.50
0.45
0.41

Avg. F-1
0.66
0.61
0.50
0.42
0.41

In Table 3, although the evaluation is performed over all of the questions, the proposed method has still
yielded a good performance compared to the systems that were initially designed to answer all types of queries.
Although some systems, such as CANaLI, have better results than IRQA and other systems, the reason is
that this system and systems such as Sparklis and Scalewelis use controlled natural language that can improve
results and reduce errors in understanding the queries. These systems restrict users to submitting questions
based on system suggestions, while the ideal approach in question answering systems is to use natural language
without any restrictions.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, an implicit relation-based question answering solution is proposed on DBpedia. In these queries,
aggregation functions, counting functions, and filters are not used. The proposed method focuses on creating a
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Table 3. Results on QALD-3-DBpedia.

IRQA
Zhu et al.
CASIA
gAnswer
RTV
CANaLI
Scalewelis

Total
99
99
99
99
99
99
99

Processed
59
60
52
76
55
99
70

Right
34
31
29
32
30
92
32

Partial
17
17
8
11
4
7
1

Avg. recall
0.45
0.46
0.36
0.40
0.34
0.98
0.33

Avg. precision
0.46
0.40
0.35
0.40
0.32
1.0
0.33

Avg. F-1
0.44
0.40
0.36
0.40
0.33
0.98
0.33

graph of the query and then maps its elements to the DBpedia data elements. In these steps, not only are the
entities, classes, and explicit relationships identified, but implicit relationships are also identified and mapped
to their corresponding elements in the DBpedia dataset.
At the same time, due to only using the known information of the graph to determine other unknowns,
there is no need to utilize extra information such as relationship dictionaries, which are used in many prior
research works. Obtained results from evaluating the IRQA on a set of QALD-3 queries proves that the
proposed method has an improved performance in mapping implicit relationships compared to other solutions,
which helps improve precision and F-measure values.
One of the important aspects of question answering systems that remain open to further research is
focusing on systems that process and answer nonsimple questions. This area has been considered in various
systems but still has a big potential for improvement and betterment. In addition, this type of question has a
higher capability of indicating implicit concepts and their identification plays an important role in the correct
understanding of the question.
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